Medalist i3070 and 3070
In-Circuit Test Fixture Accessories

Introduction

The Keysight Technologies, Inc. fixture accessories featured in this catalog are supported on Medalist i3070 and 3070 in-circuit test systems. You can option a quick quote online by visiting www.keysight.com/find/ict and selecting the product tab “3070AF ICT i3070 Accessories : Fixture”

44200P-FG, Tapered tooling pins for use in 442xx test fixtures – pack of 20 pins

44275P-FG, Personality Pins, Pack of 5000
44275R-FG, Personality Pins, Offset, used with 44275P – pack of 25

E3701A-FG, Left bumpout for SimPlate Express Fixture (short wire)

E3845A-FG, Testjet Probes, Small, Pack of 50

E3847A-FG, TestJet Probe Set, Small, Pack of 250
E3849A-FG, Signal Conditioner Board, TestJet, Pack of 10

E3850A-FG, TestJet Probes, Regular, Pack of 50

E3853B-FG, TestJet Sensor Plates, 1.2 inch/30.5mm, Pack of 120

E3854B-FG, TestJet Sensor Plates, 2.5 inch/63.3mm, Pack of 56
E3891A-FG, Sensor Plates for B/C Size SMT Capacitors, Pack of 100

E3892A-FG, Sensor Plates for D Size SMT Capacitors, Pack of 100

E3893A-FG, Polarity Check Assembly Tools, Includes receptacle insertion tool

E3960A-FG, TestJet Probe Set, Regular, Pack of 250
E3964A-FG, Connector-Test Sensor Plates, (12.5 mm x 155 mm), Pack of 60

E3969A-FG, TestJet/ConnectCheck Signal Conditioner Board, Pack of 10

E3980A-FG, SimPlate Fixture Alignment Plates, Standard, Pack of 10

E3981A-FG, SimPlate Fixture Alignment Plates, Large, Pack of 10
N4300A-FG, Signal Conditioner Board, VTEP, Pack of 10, NEW

N4301A-FG, VTEP Probe Set, Pack of 50, NEW

N4302B-FG, VTEP Sensor Plates, 1.2 inch/30.5mm, Pack of 120

N4303B-FG, VTEP Sensor Plates, 2.5 inch/63.3mm, Pack of 56
N4306A-FG, Connector-Test Sensor Plates, (12.5 mm x 152 mm), Pack of 50

N4307A-FG, VTEP/ConnectCheck Signal Conditioner Board, Pack of 10

N4311A-FG, Polarity Check VTEP Probes, Small, Pack of 50

N4313A-FG, VTEP Probe Set, Regular, Pack of 250
N4317A-FG, Connector-Test Sensor Plates, (12.5 mm x 152 mm), Pack of 10

N4318A-FG, Signal Conditioner Board, VTEP, Pack of 1
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